This paper examines the causal link between economic policy uncertainty and stock returns in China and India, using bootstrap Granger full-sample causality test and sub-sample rolling window estimation. We use monthly data covering from 1995:02 to 2013:02 for China and 2003:02-2013:02 for India. The bootstrap full-sample Granger causality test suggests no evidence of any causality between economic policy uncertainty and stock returns for the two countries. However, taking structural changes into account, we assess stability of parameters of the estimated vector autoregressive (VAR) models. We find both the short-run and long-run relationships between economic policy uncertainty and stock return estimated using full-sample data are unstable over the sample period. This suggests that full-sample causality tests cannot be relied upon. We turn to propose a time-varying (bootstrap) rolling window approach to revisit the dynamic causal relationship between the two variables. Using a rolling window of 24 months, we do find that there are bidirectional causal relationships between stock returns and EPU for several sub-periods in China and India. However, the association between EPU and stock returns is, in general, weak for these two emerging countries. These findings have important implications for policy makers as well as investors.
INTRODUCTION
Government policy-makers often contribute to massive economic uncertainty when they cannot agree or change economic policies frequently. The resulting policy-related economic uncertainty, which we refer to as economic policy uncertainty (EPU), may cost the overall economy millions of jobs, hold back the economic recovery or elicit the stock markets slumping. Over the past decades, substantial studies have been undertaken mainly focusing on the negative effects that EPU has on inflation, investment, employment and economic growth (Marcus, 1981; Bernanke, 1983; Dixit, 1989; Rodrik, 1991; Aizenman and Marion, 1993; Bloom et al., 2007; Bloom, 2009; Bhagat et al., 2013) . However, a key connection that arises here is: if EPU does have significant impacts on these economic fundamentals, then it would also be expected to have real impacts on stock market performance. Moreover, the modern finance theory reveals that stock price is actually the sum of the net present value of all expected future dividends. In this regard uncertainty about economic policies that fuels market participants' pessimistic considerations about expected future dividends and/or discounts rates probably leads to a decline in stock prices, while on the other hand certain economic policies that help to restore market confidence often stimulate positive investment reactions and finally cause an increase in stock prices. That is, the performance of stock market is likely to be negatively affected by EPU. However, it should be noted that EPU may have a positive effect on stock prices. The main rationale behind this is that economic policy-induced uncertainty would increase equity risk premium and hence lead to a higher stock price (Brogaard and Detzel, 2013) . Stock market performance can also affect EPU in turn, since government policy-makers sometimes have to adjust policies in response to an increased volatility in the stock markets, and consequently the more volatile the stock markets, the higher uncertainty about economic policies would be (Antonakakis et al., 2013) .
However, unlike much earlier attention to the effects of EPU on inflation, investment, employment and economic growth , special attention has just been given to the relationship between EPU and stock market performance (proxied by stock price or stock return) exactly after the recent global financial crisis of 2008. Ozoguz (2009) finds a negative linkage between stock returns and the level of economic uncertainty which is based on the state probabilities estimated from two-state regime-switching regime models of aggregate stock market returns. Dzielinski (2012) constructs an indicator of economic uncertainty from the search volume index (SVI) for the word "economy" provided by Google Trends and finds that a high degree of economic uncertainty is followed by a significant drop of stock returns. Pástor and Veronesi (2012) find that government policy uncertainty which is defined as the variance of policy change is negatively associated with stock market returns. In particular, since Baker et al. (2012) constructed a new measurement of EPU, the empirical studies concentrating on such a relationship have been greatly encouraged. Sum (2012a) develops a VAR analysis using the EPU index of the United States and shows that an increase in EPU Granger-cause the market returns to drop. Sum (2012b) shows that the changes in EPU negatively affect all stock market returns in the Euro zone, Croatia, Norway, Russia, Switzerland, Turkey and Ukraine. Bhagat et al. (2013) document a negative correlation between the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) index and EPU in India. Economic conditions have also been taken into account to the effects of EPU on the performance of stock market, as EPU is an economically-important risk factor which commands a higher risk premium especially under bad economic conditions. Pástor and Veronesi (2013) present that stock returns are more volatile and more correlated when EPU is higher and economic conditions are weaker. Brogaard and Detzel (2013) support that the effect of EPU on stock returns varies with the macroeconomy. They conclude that higher EPU causes lower contemporaneous stock returns but results in higher future returns. Antonakakis et al. (2013) construct a dynamic conditional correlation (DCC) model consisting EPU index and stock returns series for the United States and find that increased EPU leads to lower stock returns and in turn an increased stock market volatility leads to increased EPU. Kang and Ratti (2013) document that for the United States real stock returns decline in response to an unexpected increase in EPU. Additionally, studies conducted by Sum (2012c Sum ( , 2012d suggest the negative spillover effects that EPU in the United States has on stock market returns in Brazil, India, Russia and Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). This paper makes a contribution to revisit the causal relationship between EPU and stock market returns for two emerging market economies: China and India. As we know, China has been the world's second largest economy since 2010, while India has also been one of the largest and fastest growing economy in the world with an average economic growth rate of 7.28% during [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] [2013] 1 . As a consequence, their economic performance, such as government policy conditions and stock market performance, has never been more associated with the global financial market than it is today. Moreover, the economic competition and cooperation between the two economies have never been more delicate than they are today.
However, it should be noted meanwhile that the Indian economy has run into deep structural problems due to increased policy uncertainty and the lack of adequate economic reforms since 2004, which could inevitably affect stock market performance; similarly, uncertainty about the direction of Chinese economic policy has also roiled financial markets over the past years.
Based on these economic backgrounds, we are subsequently motivated to investigate the causal relationship between EPU and stock returns for the two merging market economies. Besides, the newly introduced EPU index constructed by Baker et al. (2012) is employed in this study, and just because of availability of the EPU index, the sample ranges from 1995:02 to 2013:02 in China and from 2003:02 to 2013:02 in India. The sample periods cover well the significant increases in policy-induced economic uncertainty and remarkable volatilities in stock markets of China and India, which is of great help to mirror the dynamics of EPU and stock returns for the two countries.
This paper makes the other contribution to existing literature by taking into account the time variation in the causal links between EPU and stock returns with bootstrap Granger non-causality test and rolling-window sub-sample estimation. Empirical literature examining causality between two time series may suffer from inaccurate results when the underlying full-sample time series have structural changes (Balcilar et al., 2010) . In the presence of structural changes, the dynamic links between the two series will show instability across different sub-samples (Balcilar et al., 2010) . This can be addressed by allowing the causal relationship between the two series to be time-varying instead of using full-sample data that assumes the single causality holds in every time period. The time-varying nature that may exist 1 The average growth rate of India over the past ten years is calculated using data of GDP at constant prices available with the international Monetary Fund (IMF).
in the causal link between EPU and stock returns of China and India has been taken fully into consideration in this paper by using bootstrap sub-samples rolling window estimations. Instead of just testing for causality on the full-sample which assumes a permanent causal relationship, we also test for causality on the rolling sub-sample with a fixed-size window, thus allowing us to capture structural changes in the model and the evolution of causality between sub-periods.
In light of this, our paper is starkly different from the existing literature which, in general, only considers full-sample causality, and unlike our study is susceptible to misleading results and conclusions in the presence of parameter instability due to structural breaks in the relationships.
This study proceeds as follows. Section 2 explains the methodology. Section 3 describes the corresponding data. Section 4 presents the empirical results and policy implications.
Section 5 concludes.
METHODOLOGY

Bootstrap Full-sample Causality Test
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the causal relationship between EPU and stock returns for China and India. We thus make use of the Granger non-causality test in the bivariate VAR framework proposed by Balcilar et al. (2010) . In general terms, standard causality test statistics for joint restriction and standard asymptotic properties include the Wald, Likelihood Ratio (LR) and Lagrange Multiplier (LM) statistics. However, according to Sims et al. (1990) and Phillips (1993, 1994) , when the underlying time series data in levels estimation of VAR models is non-stationary, these test statistics may not have standard asymptotic distributions. Toda and Yamamoto (1995) Nevertheless, Shukur and Mantalos (1997a) suggest that improvement (in terms of power and size) can be achieved by using the residual based bootstrap (RB) method critical values.
Moreover, the excellent performance of the RB method over standard asymptotic tests, regardless of cointegration or not, has been confirmed in a number of Monte Carlo simulations studies (Mantalos and Shukur, 1998; Shukur and Mantalos, 2000; Mantalos, 2000; Hacker and Hatemi-J, 2006; Balcilar et al., 2010) . Especially, Shukur and Mantalos (2000) prove that small sample corrected LR tests exhibit relatively better power and size properties, even in small samples. As a consequence, based on these findings, this paper resorts to the RB based modified-LR statistic to examine causality between EPU and stock returns for China and India.
In order to demonstrate the RB based modified-LR causality test, we consider the bivariate VAR (p) process as follows: 
where t y 1 and t y 2 indicates the growth rates of EPU and stock prices respectively. In the empirical section, the latter variable refers to as stock returns.
and L is the lag operator defined as .
Based on Eq. (2), the null hypothesis that stock returns does not Granger cause EPU is tested by imposing the restriction, 0 , 12
. Similarly, the null hypothesis that EPU does not Granger cause stock returns is tested by imposing the restriction,
. As discussed, the full-sample causality tests in this paper are 
is rejected, then there is a significant causality running from stock returns to the growth rates of EPU in China and (or) India. This means that stock returns
can predict movements in EPU. In like manner if the second null hypothesis, 0 , 21
is rejected, then stock market returns is caused by movements in EPU. This provides evidence for China and (or) India that policies that bring about decrease in EPU would most likely improve stock market performance, which would have important implications for the two countries, especially for China whose stock market is experiencing a gloomy performance.
Parameter Stability Test
The full-sample causality tests usually assume that parameters of the VAR model used in testing are constant over time. However, when the underlying full-sample time series have structural changes, the assumption is probably violated. The results from the full-sample causality tests would become invalid and hence the causal links between series would show instability (Balcilar and Ozdemir, 2013) . Granger (1996) stresses the issue of parameter non-constancy as one of the most challenging issues faced by recent empirical studies. As a result, tests for short-run and long-run parameter stability should be conducted in this paper.
We use the Sup-F, Mean-F and Exp-F tests developed by Andrews (1993) and Andrews and Ploberger (1994) to investigate the short-run parameters stability. Nevertheless, it is noted that when the underlying variables in levels are cointegrated, the VAR model in first differences is misspecified unless it allows for error-correction. Hence, it is very essential to test for cointegration and parameter stability of the long-run relationship. This is achieved based on different structural changes and parameter stability tests on the long-run relationship estimated using the Fully Modified ordinary least squares (FM-OLS) estimator of Phillips and Hansen (1990) . The c L test proposed by Nyblom (1989) and Hansen (1992) is mainly applied to investigate the long-run parameters stability. Particularly when the underlying series are I
(1), it also serves as a test of Cointegration (Balcilar et al., 2010) . In the empirical section, we employ the MZ a test developed by Ng-Perron (2001) and the KPSS test proposed by Kwiatowski et al. (1992) to determine whether the two variables in levels, EPU and stock prices, are I (1) or not.
The above parameter tests exhibit non-standard asymptotic distributions. By means of the parametric bootstrap procedure, Andrews (1993) and Andrews and Ploberger (1994) report the critical values and p-values for the non-standard asymptotic distributions of these tests.
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Besides, according to Andrews (1993) , 15 percent trimming from both ends of the sample is required for the Sup-F, Mean-F and Exp-F. Hence, the tests are applied to the fraction of the sample in (0.15, 0.85). With respect to the c L tests, they are computed in the current paper for equations and VAR system separately by applying the FM-OLS estimator.
Sub-sample Rolling-window Causality Test
Structural changes can be identified beforehand and incorporated into the estimation using several techniques such as sample splitting and the use of dummy variables. However, these techniques impose a disadvantage of pre-test bias. In order to overcome the parameter non-constancy and avoid pre-test bias, this study is therefore proposed by using the rolling-window sub-samples Granger causality test based on the modified bootstrap estimation. 3 Two important reasons justify the use of the rolling estimation. First, the rolling window agrees with the fact that the causal relationship between variables changes over time.
Second, the rolling estimation can observe instability across different sub-samples due to the presence of structural changes.
Following Balcilar et al. (2010) , the rolling window technique is based on fixed-size sub-samples rolling sequentially from the beginning to the end of the full-sample. Specifically, given a fixed-size rolling window including l observations, the full-sample is converted to a No consistent criterion is available for us to select the window size in rolling window estimation (Balcilar et al., 2010) . Pesaran and Timmerman (2005) assess the window size under structural change according to root mean square error. They show that the optimal window size depends on persistence and size of the break. Based on their Monte Carlo simulations, they argue that the bias in autoregressive (AR) parameters are minimized with a window size as low as 20 when there are frequent breaks. Two conflicting demands have been taken into account when we choose the suitable window size. First, the degree of freedom that relates to the precision of parameter estimates requires for a larger window size; second, the presence of multiple structural changes that possibly increases the risk of including some of these multiple shifts in the windowed sample claims for a smaller window size. Therefore, a small window size of 24 months is chosen in this study (this excludes the observations required for lags and hence is the actual number of observations in the VAR). As for the issue of inaccurate estimates as a result of the selected small window size, it can be addressed by the bootstrap technique employed in the rolling estimation for better precision.
DATA
For an assessment of the causal links between EPU and stock returns in China and India, we first obtain the monthly EPU indices of the two countries from Baker et al. (2012) processed by taking natural logarithms, to correct for potential heteroscedasticity and dimensional difference between series. Thirdly, we take first-differences of the variables and multiply by 100 to get month-on-month growth rates of EPU and stock prices in percentages.
Note that, the growth rates of stock prices (SP) are defined as stock returns (SR) in this paper.
Since we work with the growth rates (as we are interested in stock returns) our effective sample for China spans from 1995:02 to 2013:02 and spans from 2003:02 and 2013:02 for India.
Though the sample periods of China and India differ from each other because of the availability of the EPU index, they both cover well the significant increases of policy-induced economic uncertainty and the remarkable volatilities in the stock markets, which is of great help to mirror the dynamics of EPU and stock returns.
The plots of stock returns and the growth rates of EPU for China and India are presented in 
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Tests for stationarity of the underlying data are first conducted using the MZ a test developed by Ng-Perron (2001) and the KPSS test proposed by Kwiatowski et al. (1992) . China and India are non-stationary process in levels but attain stationary in their first differences. This means that they are both integrated of the first order, i.e. I (1), implying that cointegration test should be performed to decide whether the VAR models in first differences are misspecified by ignoring an error-correction term. As we are interested in examining the causal relationship between stock returns and growth rates of EPU, bivariate VAR models consisting of the first-differenced log-levels of both EPU and stock prices are then constructed as Eq. (2). The optimal lag-lengths based on Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC) are 1 and 2 respectively, for China and India. By means of the RB based modified-LR causality tests, the full-sample causality results are reported in Sum (2012a, b) , Brogaard and Detzel (2013) and Antonakakis et al. (2013) argue that a unidirectional or bidirectional causal relationship exists between EPU and stock returns. This conflict has to do with the data examined and the methodology used, as well as the effect of structural changes. In the presence of structural changes, parameters in above VAR models estimated using full-sample data from China and India will shift with time. The causal relationship between EPU and stock returns will accordingly be unstable. Therefore, the full-sample causality tests with assumptions of parameter constancy and a single causal relationship across the whole sample period are no longer reliable, and the ensuing results turn to be meaningless (Zeileis et al., 2005) . For this reason, this paper proceeds to test for parameter stability and to determine whether structural changes exist. As mentioned before, we uses the Sup-F, Mean-F and Exp-F tests developed by Andrews (1993) and Andrews and Ploberger (1994) to investigate the temporal stability of parameters in the above VAR models formed by the growth rates of EPU and stock prices. The L c test of Nyblom (1989) and Hansen (1992) is also used to test for all parameters in the overall VAR system.
The corresponding results are reported in Table 3 non-constancy in the overall VAR models estimated using the full-sample data of China. As a consequence, these results provide robust evidence that the parameters of the estimated VAR models using full-sample data show short-run instability 5 . The two variables, EPU and stock prices, are both I (1) processes indicated by the results of MZ a and KPSS unit root tests. This implies that the VAR models formed by the variables in their first differences are misspecified when the cointegration exists. Therefore, tests for cointegration and parameters stability of the long-run relationship should be conducted in the 5 For more detailed examinations, a statistically significant structural break has been identified in 1999: 05 for China and in 2007:09 for India using Sup-F, Mean-F and Exp-F tests developed by Andrews (1993) and Andrews and Ploberger (1994) . For India, economic downturn caused by the subprime crisis and subsequent global financial crisis has led to an overall higher economic policy uncertainty since 2007:09, while in 1999:05 the state council of China approved six main policies, such as the reform of stock issuing system and allowing a part of qualified security companies to issue short-term financing bonds, which has greatly sped up China's stock market construction. The structural change in economic conditions or institutional improvement can impose important impacts on the relationship between EPU and stock market performance for India and China. following step. Specifically, the FM-OLS estimator is used to estimate cointegration and the Based on the above parameters stability tests, both the short-run and long-run parameters in the VAR models estimated using full-sample data show instability because of structural changes and hence the result of absence of any full-sample causality between EPU and stock returns for China and India is meaningless. What's more, absence of cointegration implies that the VAR models in growth rate form are not misspecified. Therefore, the VAR models in Eq.
Sup-F, Mean-F and
(2) can serve as a basis framework in which we continue to perform the rolling-window causality test with sub-sample data. The employed rolling-window estimation takes structural changes into account and allows the causal links between variables to be time-varying across different sub-samples, which greatly differ from existing literature.
Utilizing the RB based modified-LR causality tests with the null hypothesis that the EPU does not Granger cause stock returns and vice versa, the bootstrap p-values of LR-statistics are estimated from the VAR models in Eq. (2) using the rolling sub-sample data including 24-months observations 6 . Besides, the magnitude of the effect of EPU on stock returns and that of stock returns on EPU are also calculated for China and India. All the rolling estimates for each sub-sample are plotted in Figures 1 to 4 1997M07  1997M12  1998M05  1998M10  1999M03  1999M08  2000M01  2000M06  2000M11  2001M04  2001M09  2002M02  2002M07  2002M12  2003M05  2003M10  2004M03  2004M08  2005M01  2005M06  2005M11  2006M04  2006M09  2007M02  2007M07  2007M12  2008M05  2008M10  2009M03  2009M08  2010M01  2010M06  2010M11  2011M04  2011M09  2012M02  2012M07  2012M12 sum of rolling windiow coefficients These findings demonstrate that for China both the stock market crash and soar would lead to higher economic policy uncertainty. One possible reason is that market crash aggravates economic panic and market soar promotes economic bubble, and under each of the two circumstances government policy changes are expected. Just as Antonakakis et al. (2013) pointed out, an increased volatility in stock market returns lead to increased economic policy uncertainty. However, though we do find that the change of economic policy uncertainty is the Granger cause of stock return in India, the negative effect of the change in economic policy uncertainty has on stock returns based on the rolling sub-samples estimation in this study is rather weak, much similar to the case of China. again that a soaring stock market will increase uncertainty about economic policies. However, in general, the negative effect of stock return on movements in EPU seems to be more common in the case of China as discussed before. 
CONCLUSION
This study investigates the causal relationship between economic policy uncertainty and stock returns using bootstrap full-sample Granger causality test and sub-sample rolling window causality estimation for China and India. The data used in this study are monthly time series data covering the period 1995:02 to 2013:02 for China and 2003:02 to 2013:02 for India.
The bootstrap full-sample causality test provides no evidence of any causal relationship between the two series for the two countries. However, taking the presence of structural changes in full-sample data into consideration, parameters stability tests find that both the short-run and long-run relationships between EPU and stock returns for China and India are unstable over the sample period. Therefore, a bootstrap rolling causality test is proposed using sub-samples data with 24-months observations including in each sub-sample. The bootstrap rolling window approach allows the causal relationship between series to be time-varying, instead of assuming that a permanent causal relationship holds over the whole period. between stock return and movements in EPU for several sub-periods. That is, the cases of China and India support the bidirectional causality between the two variables. Specifically, the increased change of EPU will negatively impact stock return in the stock markets of China and India. In turn, both the soaring and crashing stock market performance will increase the uncertainty about economic policies for India, and, especially, for China. However, it should be emphasized that the association between EPU and stock returns is, in general, weak in these two emerging countries, even though the overall level of economic policies uncertainty shows an upward trend over the past decades. We cannot simply forecast a downward performance in the stock market according to an increase in uncertainty about economic policy. For the two emerging countries, robust economic growth coupled with favourable economic conditions, such as trade surplus and abundant capital inflows, dominates the stock market performance in China and India. Based on these findings, our paper provides important implications for policy makers and investors:First, uncertainty about economic policies should be reduced by the government to lower potential risks in the stock market, and; second, uncertainty about economic policy should be matched with the fundamentals for proper predictions of stock market performance in China and India. 
